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Abstract 17 

The use of circular economy is becoming more and more important, particularly in the field of agriculture, a major 18 

provider of waste. In particular, a lot of researches are being done to transform the lignocellulosic waste from 19 

agriculture through desired "sustainable" processes. Sustainable processes mean economically viable, socially 20 

accepted, and environmentally responsible processes. Thanks to the "life cycle thinking", it is possible to assess 21 

such potential environmental impacts. However, these environmental analyzes require a lot of specific data, whose 22 

collection can be long and tedious, or simply impossible in practice. On the other hand, the huge amount of 23 

scientific articles describing the processes of valorization of co-products of agriculture constitutes a great, largely 24 

under-exploited source of data. Knowledge engineering (KE) tools can be used to compile processes and analyze 25 

them. In this paper, we propose an innovative approach, based on intensive data and KE methods, to help a decision 26 

maker to choose between different pretreatment processes and different biomasses. The main goal is to develop 27 

an intensive, semi-automated data collection approach and an associated tool for assistance with choices in a 28 

circular economy context. It is defined by five steps: (1) goal and scope, (2) intensive data and knowledge 29 

structuration and integration, (3) life cycle inventory (LCI), (4) sustainability assessment and (5) analysis and 30 

ranking. The study of 13 pretreatment processes of rice straw and corn stover validate our proposal.  31 

 32 

Keywords: Agricultural waste, Circular Economy, Knowledge Engineering, Big data, Life Cycle Assessment, 33 

Lignocellulosic biomass  34 

 35 

Statement of Novelty  36 

Sustainability analysis need a lot of data. However, the structuration and integration are complicated. A new 37 

intensive data and knowledge-driven approach for sustainability analysis is presented. 38 

  39 
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1 Introduction 40 

The expectation of inhabitants cannot allow keeping the linear “take, make and dispose” pattern. This is why 41 

the European Commission has proposed in 2015 the use of the circular economy model to boost the use of 42 

sustainable models. The circular economy concept is defined as “one that is restorative and regenerative by design 43 

and aims to keep products, components, and materials at their highest utility and value at all times, distinguishing 44 

between technical and biological cycles” [1]. This new business model for more sustainable development helps to 45 

reconcile environmental, economic and social aspects. The origins, the principles and the limitations of circular 46 

economy (CE) models are discussed through few articles and transcribed by Ghisellini et al. [2]. In 2015, the 47 

French government proposed the SNTEDD (National Ecological Transition Strategy for Sustainable 48 

Development) which is consisted of nine areas, one of which is CE. According to the French Environment and 49 

Energy Management Agency (ADEME), CE takes into account three action fields: (1) consumption through the 50 

demand and consumer behavior, (2) supply and economic players and (3) waste management [3]. These three 51 

action fields account for the entire life cycle of a product, a service or a process. To obtain sustainable models, life 52 

cycle thinking can help improve environmental performance and optimize the economic and social benefits. One 53 

particular domain where CE and life cycle thinking grew these last decades is the agriculture.  54 

Globally, the population generate 2 000 million ton of agricultural waste per year [4]. The increase of waste 55 

production will accompany the projected increase in the world’s population. Moreover, human activities decrease 56 

the amount of land available for agriculture, which inevitably has impacts on agricultural systems. For Garnett et 57 

al., the best approach for the future of agriculture are new agricultural technologies which will facilitate sustainable 58 

intensification [5]. Nevertheless, this intensification will lead to more waste of products and resources [6]. 59 

According to Horton et al. [7], a major challenge in attempts to achieve sustainability is the parametrization of 60 

waste in agriculture. Two classes of waste can be identified: waste from inputs, such as fertilizer or water, and 61 

process waste. The process waste comes from the biomass incomplete conversion or material transformation in 62 

the supply chain that goes from agricultural production to food consumption and is mostly composed of 63 

lignocellulosic by-products. Lignocellulosic biomass is one of the most abundant and cheapest renewable 64 

resources on Earth. The production of biomaterials, biomolecules and bioenergy is based on the lignocellulosic 65 

biomass bioconversion, which involves enzymatic hydrolysis of the biomass to release glucose. The 66 

lignocellulosic biomass is composed of four main components: lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose, and phenolic acids 67 

but only cellulose and hemicellulose, can be hydrolyzed to generate glucose. Although lignocellulosic biomass is 68 

a renewable resource, the processes for transforming this biomass must be sustainable to participate in overall 69 

sustainability. That is why more and more agri-food processes integrate sustainability assessments [8, 9]. To 70 

generate good glucose yields, it is essential to plan pretreatments of lignocellulosic biomass before its enzymatic 71 

hydrolysis. In the 30 recent years, numerous pretreatment processes have been studied and published [10]. Various 72 

factors have been used to compare the performance, efficiency or environmental impacts of the pretreatment [11]. 73 

The environmental factors, energy consumption and energy efficiency may be considered to be classical factors 74 

[12–14]. However, criteria are lacking to guide the choice between all these processes. Using environmental, 75 

economic and social assessment in a CE context is a good way to guide the choice. In this paper, the social 76 

dimension is not under consideration. Economic and environmental assessments in a CE context rely on methods 77 

such as life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle costing (LCC). These assessments need many data particularly 78 

process data that may be found in the scientific articles. In order to feed our lignocellulosic waste valorization 79 

application, the articles describe pretreatment processes. However, there is a lack of methods for the use of these 80 

semi-structured data for completion of the life cycle inventory (LCI). Use of methods coming from intensive data 81 

and knowledge domains allows the development of an “augmented approach” for economic and environmental 82 

impact analysis. Figure 1 shows a synthesis of our proposal. 83 

 84 
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 85 

 Figure 1: Intensive data and knowledge-driven approach for sustainability analysis 86 

This paper presents an approach that helps to analyze different pretreatment processes technological paths 87 

and different biomasses in a CE context. Our approach for sustainable analysis is driven by intensive data and 88 

knowledge. Indeed, sustainability analysis (here LCA and LCC are selected) needs for process data and cost data. 89 

The scientific literature can provide these data and knowledge engineering methods (KE) can bring the 90 

structuration of data and knowledge. Many methods from big data allow structuring data and knowledge. In this 91 

paper, KE is used. KE structures knowledge into formal representation for computing thanks to a standard 92 

vocabulary. The goal of this method is (1) to place LCA upstream in eco-design processes and to support the 93 

selection of a unitary operations chain and biomass and (2) to make use of intensive data for given process resulting 94 

from experiments performed by researchers around the world. An additional benefit of this method is to avoid the 95 

need to perform some time-consuming and expensive experiments. The second aim in this paper is to demonstrate 96 

the feasibility of a pipeline (detailed in Section 3). Process data as inputs are found in scientific documents and 97 

final output is a ranking of those processes based on sustainability indicators.  98 

After a discussion on LCA, LCC and KE methods and their coupling in the literature (Section 2), our 99 

approach for sustainability analysis is spelled out (Section 3). The approach is deployed with an agricultural wastes 100 

valorization (Section 4): environmental analysis for six pretreatment processes and two lignocellulosic biomasses 101 

(rice straw and corn stover). This paper finishes with conclusions on our developed approach and gives 102 

perspectives.   103 

2 Methods and tools 104 

In our approach, we select the life cycle assessment method which is an ISO method [15]. LCA evaluates the 105 

potential environmental impact of a product or service over its entire life cycle [16]. The life cycle of a 106 

product/service can be broken down into several steps, beginning with product design and ending with waste 107 

disposal or product recycling, after various stages of transformation and use. The life cycle assessment method 108 

includes a number of flows, which can be classified into two groups: (i) elementary flows and (ii) intermediate 109 

flows. Elementary flows involve exchanges with the ecosphere: the extraction of the raw materials (gas, minerals, 110 

etc.) and the emission of pollutants. Intermediate flows are the flows of energy or matter between steps. The first 111 

stage of LCA is the definition of goal and scope. This stage is very important as it identifies the issue considered 112 

and defines the boundaries of the system. The functional unit (FU) is defined at this stage. Care should be taken 113 

with this definition, as it can influence the results of the LCA [17].  The second stage of LCA is the establishment 114 

of a life cycle inventory (LCI). The LCI is a listing of the amounts of pollutants emitted and the resources extracted 115 

throughout the life cycle of the product or service concerned. This inventory is generally split into two parts: the 116 

inventory of the background system and the inventory of the foreground system. The foreground system 117 

corresponds to processes under the control of the decision maker, for whom LCA is carried out. The background 118 

system consists of all other processes interacting directly with the foreground system [18, 19]. The data for this 119 

inventory may be obtained directly, by on-site measurements (primary data), or indirectly, from published 120 

scientific articles, models, and databases (secondary data). The inventory of the foreground system is generally 121 
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based on primary data, whereas that of the background system relies on secondary data sources [20]. When primary 122 

data are missing, the typically huge number of articles describing process operations could provide a valuable 123 

source of data for the foreground system. Yet, prospecting a huge quantity of unstructured data cannot be done 124 

without some degree of automation. So, to use this data in the foreground system, a method must be created. The 125 

third stage is life cycle impact assessment (LCIA), in which the numbers of pollutants and resources listed in the 126 

LCI are translated into environmental impacts [21]. The last stage is results analysis and interpretation which 127 

consists of identification of the significant issues based on the LCI and LCIA results, evaluation of the sensitivity 128 

of these issues, checking of consistency and completeness, and conclusions, recommendations and limitations. 129 

c 130 

The main goal of semantic web-based knowledge engineering methods (KE) is to structure the experimental 131 

information and express it in a standardized vocabulary. Large amounts of data (as in the “big data” context) 132 

expose the limitations of standard statistical software resulting. So data structuring is important [22]. Such 133 

structuring can be done using an ontology (the semantic part of our model) to represent the experimental data of 134 

interest (Figure 2). Ontologies are knowledge representation models that facilitate linkage of open data and offer 135 

automated reasoning tools [23]. Once structured in ontologies, collected information and data are made 136 

homogeneous and can be processed to the sustainable analysis [24]. This methodology is based on the use of 137 

linguistic or syntactic patterns [25] and the extraction of n-ary relations. naRyQ (n-ary relations between 138 

quantitative experimental data) core ontology has been designed to annotate data tables representing scientific 139 

experiment results in a given domain [26]. The core ontology is composed of three kinds of generic concepts: (1) 140 

simple concepts, which contain the symbolic concepts (studied objects) and the quantities, (2) unit concepts that 141 

contain the units used to characterize the quantities and (3) relations, which allow n-ary relationships to be 142 

represented between simple concepts. The core ontology is generic. The concepts belonging to a given domain 143 

ontology, called specific concepts, must be defined and appear in the ontology as sub-concepts of the generic 144 

concepts. The extraction is divided into three steps:  145 

(i) The identification of entities based on knowledge representations, such as ontologies or 146 

dictionaries; 147 

(ii) Identification of the trigger word for the relationship, through the use of dictionary-based 148 

methods or rule-based approaches to construct patterns [27], or with machine learning methods 149 

[28]; 150 

(iii) The construction of binary relationships involving the trigger word and the use of machine 151 

learning methods to determine whether the binary relationships concerned belong to the n-ary 152 

relationship of interest.  153 

In knowledge engineering, the automatic extraction of relevant information from the text and tables of scientific 154 

articles is an area of active research. Off-the-peg tools are not yet available, but increasing numbers of ontologies 155 

are emerging for the organization and sharing of knowledge in particular domains, and such extraction tasks are 156 

performed in various applications. One example, a French ontology, [MS]²O, clusters data relates to transformation 157 

processes in food science [29].This ontology allows different teams to work on the same subject and to group their 158 

data together in a single database, making it possible to compare different production scenarios. Another example 159 

is provided by Rosanne developed as an Excel “plug-in” and constructed from an ontology of quantities and units 160 

of measure [30].  161 

Big data technologies can, and have been applied to industrial ecology. Xu et al. [31] explored the possible 162 

contribution of big data to industrial ecology through several examples combining these two domains. Combining 163 

the huge amount of data available with KE techniques for their exploitation would clearly be beneficial for LCA, 164 

as it would make it possible to obtain surrogate data in situations in which specific data cannot be collected, rather 165 

than relying on default values. A couple of studies have already explored such a pathway, but work in this area 166 

remains limited. For instance, Cooper et al. [32] used big data to complete the background system database. Big 167 

data have also been used for LCA in data-intensive life cycle assessment (DILCA) [33], which makes use of KE-168 

based approaches to adapt LCA to technological developments, which may modify LCA results for a given product 169 

over time. Finally, KE can also be used for the benefit of LCA through the use of ontologies to represent the life 170 

cycle of a product and its LCA [34]. These ontologies represent all the intermediate flows, emissions and 171 

extractions. Hence, the KE can structure the data from heterogeneous sources. No articles presenting KE methods 172 

and LCC were found but few articles show the cost of ontology engineering in a project or the costs of process 173 

material in an ontology.  Zhou et al., for example, created an ontology which takes into account operating costs, 174 

labor costs and capital cost [35]. ONTOCOM is a reliable cost estimation method for ontology development 175 

projects created by Simperl et al. [36]. Lee et al. proposed an ontology for project planning and notably the cost 176 

project [37]. An ontology-based approach supporting holistic structural design with the consideration of safety, 177 

environmental impact and cost, created by Zhang et al., is the KE approach which uses the most environmental 178 

impacts and life cycle cost [38]. However, LCC is not complete and environmental impacts used did not come 179 
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from LCA. Hence, data intensive and knowledge methods like KE can facilitate the use, for sustainability analysis, 180 

of the huge wealth of data available from scientific publications. The developed approach in this paper is 181 

particularly applicable to studies where few or no primary data are accessible for the foreground system, because 182 

the product is still in the design phase, or because the primary data are proprietary. We therefore decided to use 183 

secondary data and KE methods as a source of information for the foreground system. The term “background data” 184 

is used here to designate the data describing the background system, and the term “foreground data” is used to 185 

designate the data describing the foreground system mainly the process data (material and energy flows, 186 

parameters, technologies, …). The approach aims especially to researchers and development engineers for 187 

supporting preliminary decisions with respect to sustainability analysis. Intensive data and knowledge-driven 188 

approach for sustainability analysis 189 

3 Intensive data and knowledge-driven approach for sustainability analysis 190 

In this section, the general pipeline is developed, while an application is presented in the next section. It 191 

consists of five stages. The processing pipeline presented here is based on the LCA method, combined with 192 

intensive data and KE methods to complete the data collection for the foreground system. This data collection is a 193 

substep of the life cycle inventory. The resulting pipeline, shown in Figure 2, has five main stages:  194 

1. Definition of the goal and scope of the study  195 

2. Data intensive and knowledge structuration and extraction   196 

3. Life cycle inventory  197 

4. Sustainability impacts assessment  198 

5. Analysis and ranking  199 

 200 

Figure 2. Pipeline of intensive data and knowledge-driven approach for analysis assessment  201 

To our knowledge, this is the only pipeline to date to make use of these methods in this way. J. Cooper et al. 202 

[32] use KE to complete the LCA, yet with the goal to complete the data collection for the background system and 203 

not the foreground system. The order of these five stages must be respected, but it is always possible to return to 204 

the previous stage. Indeed, such iterations are even recommended, as they can be used to adjust the data and the 205 

methodology, resulting in better results.  206 

3.1 Goal and scope (Stage 1) 207 

The first stage of our method is the goal and scope, which can be split into several different stages. The 208 

first substep is the definition of the goal of the study and that the study is being performed for, known as the 209 

recipient. In our approach, the recipients are the researchers or research and development engines using the 210 

pipeline. This pipeline is particularly suitable for research use because of the system boundaries and the laboratory 211 
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scale of data collection in published papers. It could easily be scaled up for industry [39]. The second substep is 212 

the definition of the boundaries system. It is recommended to use the life cycle thinking (LCT) for the system 213 

boundaries. Indeed, the LCT and so the CE encourages a “from cradle to grave” or “from cradle to cradle” approach 214 

[40]. However, in the sustainability analyzes it is difficult to integrate downstream elements leading to a preference 215 

for “from cradle to gate” approach. These limits must be defined with precision because they are very strong effects 216 

on the sustainable assessment. In our case study for example, the inclusion of the upstream biomass supply chain 217 

can change the results. The last substep is the definition of the functional unit, the data required, the choice of 218 

impact categories, the process tree, with inflows/outflows, and the type of cost sources.  The functional unit 219 

depends on the goal of the study and the type of process comparison that researcher wants. The choice of impact 220 

categories must be justified. The type of cost sources depends on the study, they can be issued from private 221 

databases or web public, for example. This first stage also constrains and guides the creation of ontologies in the 222 

next stage. Indeed, the definitions provided already structure the knowledge and narrow down the selection of 223 

scientific papers and data required for the study, overcoming the need to search the whole worldwide web for data. 224 

This stage is done manually by industrial engineers (or process engineers in our example) and sustainable 225 

engineers.  226 

3.2 Intensive data and knowledge structuration and integration (Stage 2) 227 

The structuration and integration of the intensive data - and express them in a standardized vocabulary - 228 

are done thanks KE methods. This stage, which is divided into several substeps, is derived from KE methods. 229 

Heterogeneous experimental data from a vast array of scientific papers are integrated with the @Web. @Web (for 230 

Annotated Tables from the web) which relies on an Ontological and Terminological Resource is a collaborative 231 

platform to share documents with annotated tables [41]. @Web was developed by the French National Institute 232 

for Agricultural Research (INRA). This free, open-source tool can be used for all substeps of data integration of 233 

stage 2 of the methodology [42]. 234 

 The first substep is the selection of documents describing the various processes that we have to compare 235 

in the analysis. Experts (particularly process researchers or engineer) identify all published article thanks to 236 

different keywords in scientific databases, such as Web of Science or Science Direct. These articles are then sorted 237 

by topic, with each topic corresponding to a different type of process that we have to compare in the analysis. An 238 

article, which describes different processes, can be sorted in two or more topics. Documents can be uploaded 239 

directly into @Web from a desktop or from a collaborative repository management system. Bibliographic 240 

references and their entire text, in HTML and PDF formats, are managed by @Web. 241 

 The second substep is the assessment of document reliability. A document analyst first enters meta-242 

information to calculate the reliability score: public meta-information, such as the data source (source type, 243 

reputation and citation data), and meta-information from Web of Science relating to the data production methods 244 

and statistical procedures. @Web proposes a reliability estimation tool [42], with lower scores for the most reliable 245 

documents. When knowledge is insufficient (missing information about statistical procedures, publication too 246 

recent for a meaningful number of citations), the score is given as an interval between the “worst” and “best” 247 

possible reliability of the article, with the width of this interval reflecting the amount of missing meta-information. 248 

This reliability score (or range) is completely configurable by the analyst, who is free to change the parameters 249 

taken into account in the calculation of the score. These parameters are also completely adaptable: it is possible to 250 

add or delete parameters following the study or to modify the influence of one parameter in the global reliability 251 

score.  252 

The third substep is the creation of an ontological and terminological resource (OTR) to facilitate the use 253 

of data from heterogeneous sources and to guide scientific data annotation. This OTR distinguishes between the 254 

concept (it is the conceptual component) and its linguistic expression in different languages (it is the terminological 255 

component) [43]. In the conceptual component, the representation of an experiment is given as an n-ary 256 

relationship between a given result and several experimental parameters.  These n-ary relations are used to create 257 

annotated tables. For example, if the example of a generic n-ary relation in the Figure 3 represents the n-ary 258 

relation Unit_operation_relation, the column of the annoted table which describes this unit operation, correspond 259 

to the arguments of the relation Unit_operation_relation. The OTR is composed of a core ontology and a domain 260 

ontology. The core ontology is composed of the generic concept relation, generic concept dimension, unit concept 261 

and quantity concepts. The domain ontology contains specific concepts of a given application domain: all the n-262 

ary relation describes the process. Once the OTR has been created, tables of selected documents can be extracted 263 

and annotated.  264 

The forth substep is the table extraction then the table annotation. The table extraction corresponds to the 265 

extraction of the data tables from HTML version of documents using tag analysis. Then it is the manual semantic 266 

annotation of the selected datable using the concepts of the OTR which is done. This step is the annotation table: 267 

the annotator selects from the n-ary relation concepts defined in the OTR those relevant to annotate table.  268 
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The last stage is storage in the annotations base. The annotated data tables are stored in an RDF (Resource 269 

Description Framework) triple store, making it possible to use the querying interface (Figure 3). RDF is a standard 270 

mode of data interchange via the Internet. It is used as an interface between users and the OTR, enabling users to 271 

interrogate the OTR in various ways. Users can use a querying tool to rank the data in a specific order, on the basis 272 

of data source reliability, for example, or by selecting a kind of process. The annotations base contains the 273 

foreground data required for the life cycle inventory generated in stage 3. The document reliability score can be 274 

used, in the last stage, to rank the results, to guide the researcher’s choice or to delete some non-relevant article.   275 

 276 

Figure 3 : The creation of an annotations base in @Web, adapted from with a generic n-ary relation example 277 

 278 

3.3 Life cycle inventory (Stage 3) 279 

The life cycle inventory lists and quantifies the various relevant inputs and outputs. ISO standards [15, 280 

16] describe the different stages of the LCI: data collection, data calculation, and the allocation of flows and 281 

releases. Data collection can be split into two parts: data collection for the foreground system and data collection 282 

for the background system. Many methods are available for compilation of the LCI and for the organization of 283 

these data [21]. Hence, ISO has developed a technical specification for data documentation formats for the LCI 284 

[44]. Thanks to this standard, all the LCI  background databases, such as EcoInvent [45], the US Life Cycle 285 

Inventory Database [46] and the International Reference Life Cycle Database (ILCD) [47] use the same data 286 

format. Such formatting is useful, as it is simple to fill out the corresponding form, even if many items are not 287 

completed, many chemical species are missing and the intermediate flows of many processes are not available. In 288 

this work, EcoInvent was used for background data, and the methodology developed concerns the foreground data.  289 

In this case, foreground data are extracted from the Internet in Stage 2. Figure 4 illustrates the 290 

relationships between the different stages and the tools used to perform them. The annotations base (also called 291 

RDF) provides foreground data related to the unit process and the functional unit. The background data are 292 

obtained from the EcoInvent v3 database. Data are validated by a specific data validation method recommended 293 

by ISO 14044 [15], the pedigree matrix approach. 294 
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 295 

Figure 4. Stages of the life cycle inventory and connections with preceding and subsequent stages in the pipeline 296 

We expect the result of this stage to be greatly improved by our proposed method. This new method should 297 

increase the completeness and reliability of existing data, by seeking external data from other scientific 298 

publications, and should also provide researchers with results without the need to perform another experiment, 299 

even in the absence of data. In such situations, it is crucial to evaluate the quality of the collected data. We therefore 300 

think that the validation tools provided by @Web are extremely useful, even when not strictly necessary. 301 

Evaluations of reliability or relevance may help the analyst to scan collected papers by ranking them, making it 302 

easier to retain only the most relevant and reliable data. In some cases, the results may also lead to the analyst 303 

returning to previous stages, to redefine the LCA in light of new information.  304 

3.4 Sustainability impacts assessment (Stage 4) 305 

This stage is divided into two parts: the LCA and the LCC. These two assessments can be done separately 306 

or combined. Life cycle impact assessment aims to transform inventory results into environmental indicators (also 307 

known as impact categories). The set of indicators proposed by the LCA methodology is distributed over three 308 

levels of aggregation. The first level concerns the quantifiable physical, chemical and biological effects of the 309 

flows of material and energy between the system studied and its environment. The corresponding indicators are 310 

called midpoint categories. These midpoint categories depend on the evaluation method used. LCI results are 311 

initially classified by midpoint category. The results are then multiplied by impact factors to obtain midpoint 312 

scores. The impact factors are derived from various midpoint methods, such as ReCiPe 2008 Midpoint [48] and 313 

ILCD 2011 Midpoint [49]. The second level concerns the damage to several areas of protection caused by these 314 

effects. Many methods, including ReCiPe 2008 and ILCD 2011, consider three areas of protection: human health, 315 

ecosystem quality and resource depletion. The intermediate damage factors are derived from the different methods. 316 

However, some methods, such as the ReCiPe method, do not have these factors and use the LCI results directly to 317 

calculate the damage score, which is also known as an endpoint score. A single score (third level of aggregation) 318 

is obtained by normalizing damage scores with normalization factors. These normalization or weighting factors 319 

are provided by the different methods or can be calculated. This stage is generally performed with dedicated LCA 320 

software, such as SimaPro® [50]  or Gabi® [51].  321 

LCC aims to calculate the sum of the costs during the life cycle. The different costs taken account into 322 

this LCC depend on the first stage (Section 3.1), especially the limit of the system. Indeed, following the limit of 323 

the system, it is possible to take into account the infrastructure costs, disposal costs or biomass costs, for example. 324 

Costs like manufacturing costs or initial costs (equipment investment costs) must always be in the LCC even if the 325 
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systems limits can change them. Indeed, some equipment can be already existing in the infrastructure or it is a new 326 

infrastructure all the equipment must be buying. We do not propose a specific method to calculate LCC indicators 327 

in this paper because methods depend on the goal and the limit of the study done. 328 

3.5 Analysis and ranking (Stage 5) 329 

Finally, the analysis and interpretation of results are done. This stage is highly linked to the user and the goal 330 

of the study and provides decision support. For the LCA indicators, the user can choose between the first, second 331 

and third levels of aggregation, according to the type of decision to be taken. The LCC indicators chosen can be 332 

coupled with LCA indicators or use separately. The ranking obtained should reflect both uncertainties in the 333 

collected data and the reliability of data (using results from @Web), and should be easy for users (in our case, 334 

mostly researchers) to read, to facilitate decision-making. We expect the additional information provided by the 335 

KE approach to be instrumental in the completion of this task. This stage can be used to different types of LCIA 336 

visualizations with news information following the goal of the study. The visualization should never be ignored 337 

[32]. Decisions may be taken manually or with the assistance of decision support tool using multi-criteria models, 338 

such as sorting models (ELECTRE,  PROMETHEE) or aggregation tools [52] 339 

4 Lignocellulosic waste pretreatment processes for biomass valorization 340 

The pipeline presented above is illustrated by the example of lignocellulosic waste pretreatment. The 341 

pipeline was developed for the comparison of different pretreatments of two biomasses and different biomasses 342 

subjected to the same pretreatment. Below, we focus on rice straw and corn stover pretreatments. Only 343 

environmental assessment (LCA) is detailed here. Lignocellulosic biomass, the essential component of woody cell 344 

walls in plants, is one of the most abundant and cheapest renewable resources on Earth. The bioconversion of 345 

lignocellulosic biomass is a promising method for the production of bioenergy, biomolecules or biomaterials. This 346 

bioconversion involves the enzymatic hydrolysis of the biomass to release glucose. The lignocellulosic biomass 347 

has four main components (e.g., cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and phenolic acids), of which only two, cellulose 348 

and hemicellulose, can be hydrolyzed to generate glucose. The lignin and phenolic acids are thus responsible for 349 

the recalcitrance of cellulosic materials, the crystallinity of cellulose and the particular surface and porosity 350 

characteristics of matrix polymers. Biomass pretreatment is, thus, essential, to decrease crystallinity, to increase 351 

the specific surface area and porosity, and to separate out the major constituents. It exists in different types of 352 

pretreatment processes that all have their own particularity. Figure 5 presents an example of process.  353 

 354 

Figure 5: Example of pretreatment process adapted for Liu et al. [53] 355 

4.1 Goal and scope 356 

The goal of the study is the comparison between corn stover and rice straw pretreatment for glucose 357 

production. Here, the recipients are the researchers. The process of biomass pretreatment is a cradle-to-gate 358 

approach [40], extending from the milling of the biomass to its enzymatic hydrolysis (Figure 5). Input production 359 

(including biomass) is included, whereas the transport of inputs and outputs is excluded.  Energy input is a key 360 

parameter of the LCA, but data for this parameter are almost always missing. The reasons for this may include the 361 

laboratory scale of the selected studies and the type of article where the process is described  in which the energy 362 

input of a process is rarely measured. Efforts have been made to compensate for this problem by estimating milling 363 

energy by the application of statistical models based on classical regression to complementary data extracted from 364 
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published studies. This regression was based on complementary experiments performed by A. Barakat [41].   Solid 365 

and liquid outputs are considered to have no impact, because they contain molecules that may be valorized, and 366 

are, therefore, not wasted. The function of the system is glucose production and the functional unit is the 367 

“production of 1 kg of glucose.” All results are expressed in terms of this functional unit. Different kinds of 368 

processes were selected: for the rice straw the process named PRS and for the corn stover PCS.  369 

4.2 Data and knowledge structuration  370 

The first substep is the selection of documents describing the pretreatment processes of the rice straw. 371 

Biomass pretreatment experts identify all published articles corresponding to keywords: “rice straw”, “corn 372 

stover”, “treatment”, “hydrolyze” and “milling” in scientific databases, such as Web of Science or Science Direct. 373 

They identified 20 relevant scientific articles. These articles are then sorted by topic, with each topic corresponding 374 

to a different type of process (Table 1). Six types of pretreatment are described in these articles: pre-milling 375 

pretreatment (PM), pre-milling and ultra-fine pretreatment (PM-UFM), pre-milling, physicochemical and press 376 

separation pretreatment (PM-PC-PS), pre-milling, physicochemical, ultrafine milling and press separation 377 

pretreatment (PM-PC-UFM-PS), pre-milling, physicochemical, extrusion and press separation pretreatment (PM-378 

PC-EX-PS) and pre-milling and ultrafine milling pretreatment (PM-UFM). These documents are uploaded in 379 

@Web and their meta-information are manually entered. The second substep is the assessment of document 380 

reliability. The reliability score of each document is assessed and the results are visible on @Web. All the views 381 

from @Web presented here relate to a paper on physicochemical and press separation pretreatment (PM-PC-PS) 382 

[42].  383 

Abbreviation Complete noun 

PM pre-milling pretreatment  

PM-UFM pre-milling and ultra-fine pretreatment 

PM-PC-PS pre-milling, physicochemical and press separation pretreatment 

PM-PC-UFM-PS pre-milling, physicochemical, ultrafine milling and press separation pretreatment 

PM-PC-EX-PS pre-milling, physicochemical, extrusion and press separation pretreatment 

PM-UFM pre-milling and ultrafine milling pretreatment 

Table 1: Summary of studied pretreatment types 384 

The next step is the creation of OTR. The conceptual component of Biorefinery OTR is composed of a core 385 

ontology to represent n-ary relations between experimental data and a domain ontology to represent specific 386 

concepts of a given application domain – here the biorefinery. In Biorefinery OTR, every relations represent either 387 

experiments that characterize biomass or experiments involving unit operations performed on biomass. An 388 

example of an n-ary relationship is provided in Figure 6b. It represents the milling experimental result for a given 389 

biomass. It is characterized by 7 arguments of which is the given biomass quantity and another the milling solid 390 

quantity output. 391 

The forth substep is the table extraction then the table annotation. The table extraction corresponds to the 392 

automatic extraction of the data tables from HTML version of documents using tag analysis. After the data table 393 

are presented to the domain expert for validation. These table can synthesize some experimental data published in 394 

the document and so can be used to facilate the manual entering. This substep also contains the annotation of all 395 

the documents, corresponding to the to the manual semantic annotation of the selected data tables using the 396 

concepts of Biorefinery OTR. This will guide the expert in his entering task, allowing him not to forget to fulfill 397 

arguments of the selected n-ary relation concepts which guarantee the reusability of data. The n-ary relationships 398 

shape the annotation of the scientific article. In addition, these relationships are used to create annotated tables, as 399 

shown in Figure 6a. Here, it describes a biorefinery pretreatment process composed of a sequence of six unit 400 

operation realized in two experiments. The columns of the annotated table correspond to arguments of the relation 401 

Milling_Solid_Quantity_Output_Relation like Biomass quantity, Treatment (which is the type of operation) and 402 

Total pretreatment Energy. On the row 1 we can see that the first unit operation is a milling.  403 

The biorefinery ontology includes three tables to be completed with annotations: Biomass composition, 404 

enzyme cocktail and process description. All the foreground data required for the next stage —establishment of 405 

the life cycle inventory — are provided in the process description table. The last substep is the storage which is 406 

automatically done by @web. 407 
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 408 

Figure 6:  Example of @Web screenshots: (a) a process description annotation table from [54] and (b) A n-ary 409 

relationship: milling solid quantity output relationship. 410 

 411 

4.3 Life cycle inventory 412 

In this stage, the life cycle inventory was done following the LCA method.  The first substep the 413 

quantification of direct flows (inputs and outputs), such as electricity or acid. The foreground data from 414 

publications on rice straw and corn stover pretreatments used concerned energy, biomass, water, acid, oxidation, 415 

ionic liquids, alcohol, alkalis, buffer liquid, chemical regent and output solid. These data were grouped together in 416 

the annotation base in @Web. Once they had been extracted from @Web, the foreground data were expressed per 417 

functional unit. An LCI database is then required to associate foreground data from @Web with background data 418 

in the LCI database. Indeed, the production of electricity for biomass transformation involves the extraction and 419 

emission of matter and energy, which must be taken into account in life cycle approaches. The EcoInvent v3 420 

database was used in this study.  421 

The last substep is the validation of the data. Uncertainty analysis was performed by the classical method 422 

of quality evaluation based on the Weidema and Wesnaes pedigree matrix [48]. For each data item, quality was 423 

evaluated based on six parameters (reliability, exhaustively, temporal correlation, geographic correlation, 424 

technological correlation, and sample size correlation), on a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 corresponds to the highest 425 

quality and six, to the lowest.  We then used a correspondence table to attribute an uncertainty factor to each 426 

evaluation [49].  427 

In this stage, we verify the data come from @web by material balance. On the 20 articles, we choose only 428 

the 13 relevant articles where it is possible to do this balance (seven for the corn stover and six for the rice straw). 429 

Indeed, in a lot of pretreatment articles the authors do not precisely the different material use in all the process 430 

steps. These articles are listed into Table 2 with their identification name used in the article and their type of 431 

pretreatment process described in Section 4.2 This validation of the articles is done manually by process engineers 432 

and directly on the data from @web without to read the original article. In the end of the stage, we decided to 433 

create one experiment from each article to facilitate subsequent calculations, analysis, visualization and decision-434 

making. This experiment was an “average experiment” from each article, by calculating mean values for all the 435 

data in each article. These mean values were then expressed per functional unit, to ensure data consistency. In our 436 

future studies, it was possible to do the LCIA on all experiments of every article but for a first study, we decide to 437 

reduce the calculation time and the visualization complexity. Indeed, some article contains more than twenty 438 

experiments.  439 

 440 
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Id. Process type Authors, date Title of article 

PCS1 PM-PC-EX-PS 
Liu et al., 

2013 

Alkaline twin-screw extrusion pretreatment for fermentable 

sugar production [53] 

PCS2 PM-PC-EX-PS 
Chen et al., 

2014 

Screw extrude steam explosion: A promising pretreatment of 

corn stover to enhance enzymatic hydrolysis. 

PCS3 PM-PC-PS 
Liu et al., 

2013 

Effects of biomass particle size of steam explosion pretreatment 

performance for improving the enzyme digestibility of corn 

stover. 

PCS4 PM-PC-PS 
Tai et al., 

2014 

Impact of pretreatment with dilute sulfuric acid under moderate 

temperature on hydrolysis of corn stover with two enzyme 

systems. 

PCS5 PM-PC-PS 
Bals et al., 

2011 

Low Temperature and Long Residence Time AFEX 

Pretreatment of Corn Stover. 

PCS6 PM-PC-PS 
Zhou et al., 

2014 

Changes in plant cell-wall structure of corn stover due to hot 

compressed water pretreatment and enhanced enzymtic 

hydrolysis. 

PCS7 PM-UFM 
Lin et al., 

2010 

Ball Milling Pretreatment of Corn Stover for Enhancing the 

Efficiency of Enzymatic Hydrolysis. 

PRS1 PM-PC-PS 
Sheikh et al., 

2013 

Effect of torrefaction for the pretreatment of rice straw for 

ethanol production. 

PRS2 PM-PC-PS 
Inoue et al., 

2012 

Combination of hot compressed water treatment and wet disk 

milling for high sugar recovery yield in enzymatic hydrolysis 

of rice straw. 

PRS3 PM-PC-UFM-PS 
Inoue et al., 

2012 

Combination of hot compressed water treatment and wet disk 

milling for high sugar recovery yield in enzymatic hydrolysis 

of rice straw. 

PRS4 PM 
Ilgook et al., 

2013 

Effect of nitric acid on pretreatment and fermentation for 

enhancing ethanol production of rice straw. 

PRS5 PM 
Poornejad et 

al., 2013 

Improvement of saccharification and ethanol production from 

rice straw by NMMO and [BMIM][OAc] pretreatments 

PRS6 PM 
Amiri et al., 

2014 

Organosolv pretreatment of rice straw for efficient acetone, 

butanol, and ethanol production 

Table 2 : Articles selected for the LCI in the case study 441 

4.4 Life cycle impact assessment 442 

In LCA, several different methods group together different impact categories at different levels of aggregation. 443 

For this study, the ReCiPe 2008 Endpoint Hierarchical method was used. This method calculates indicators from 444 

the first level of aggregation to the final unique score. The indicators for the second level of aggregation and 445 

ReCiPe endpoint indicators for each process are presented. All the results were calculated by SimaPro software. 446 

Three LCIA graphs are proposed here : the first present the LCIA for the seven pretreatment process of corn stover 447 

(Figure 7), the second the LCIA for the six pretreatment process of rice straw (Figure 8) and the last one presents 448 

the LCIA for one type of pretreatment process - PM-PC-PS pretreatment- for the two biomass (Figure 9).  449 
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 450 
Figure 6: Environmental Impact Assessment indicators for corn stover 451 

For the Figure 6, there are three types of pretreatment processes: PCS1 and PCS2 are PM-PC-EX-PS 452 

pretreatment, PCS3-PSC6 are PM-PC-PS pretreatment and PCS7 is PM-UFM pretreatment. Firstly, we can 453 

conclude the mechanical pretreatment is the least misleading environmental impacts. Secondly, between the PM-454 

PC-PS pretreatment processes there are many differences – mostly between PSC6 and the others. Thirdly, the PM-455 

PC-EX-PS so the PCS1 and PCS2 have more impacts than other pretreatments if we make an exception of the 456 

process PCS6. To explicate the PCS6 exception we wait to see the comparison of rice straw and corn stover on the 457 

same type of processes.  458 

 459 
Figure 7: Environmental Impact Assessment indicators for corn stover 460 

For Figure 7, there are also three types of pretreatment processes: PRS1 and PRS2 are PM-PC-PS 461 

pretreatment, PRS3 is PM-PC-UFM-PS pretreatment and PRS4-PRS6 are PM pretreatment. Firstly, we can 462 

observe the PRS5 which has higher impacts. We go back up the calculation and we discover a high water quantity 463 

which improves the impacts. The impacts of the other process are substantially the same and we cannot highlight 464 

clusters.  465 
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 466 
Figure 8: Environmental impact assessment indicators for PM-PC-PS processes with corn stover and rice straw. 467 

For Figure 8, the process PCS6 has very high impacts unlike other processes of the same type. This result 468 

can be surprising and it is necessary to verify the results by going back up the calculations to the foreground data. 469 

This verification highlights a large use of water (almost 10 times higher than other processes) and alkaline (here 470 

ammonium sulfate). Recall that all these results are done by functional unit so can be compared.  471 

5 Conclusion and perspective 472 

In this study, we developed a new approach, in which intensive data and knowledge methods are used to 473 

complete data for sustainability analysis. This approach involves five stages: determination of the goal and scope 474 

of the study, the structuration and extraction of intensive data from heterogeneous data sources, establishment of 475 

the life cycle inventory, impact sustainability assessment and, finally, the analysis and interpretation of the results. 476 

Like the LCA method, this methodology is generic, because the ontologies established for exploitation of the 477 

foreground data are generic. This coupling of intensive data and knowledge method and sustainability assessment 478 

can be applied to all processes. The intensive data and knowledge method utilized in this paper is the KE method, 479 

it is possible to use other methods following the data being processed. In this study, we use the example of a 480 

biorefinery. The proposed pipeline should enable researchers, and other users, to identify the “best” process for a 481 

specific biomass. Environmental and economic indicators can be used. The addition of document data like 482 

reliability score can be used to complete the results or set aside data from an article with low reliability score. In 483 

the case study, only environmental indicators are shown. The main result is that the mechanical pretreatment 484 

processes of the biomass are the processes with the lowest ecological impacts. However, these results have to be 485 

completed because of the lack of energy data in the article that is used to assess the foreground system. This 486 

approach could be improved by enhancing ranking procedures and including scaling (to address industry needs). 487 

Furthermore, the environmental indicators could be combined with economic indicators, providing a more general 488 

overview of different processes and biomasses. The approach stays a first approach of the intensive data and 489 

knowledge-driven approach for sustainability analysis that will be completed with economic and social 490 

assessments and more advanced big data methods. 491 
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